Introduction to Green AirSport Event Standard

www.green-airsport.org

FAI IS 50 TO 60 LARGE EVENTS A YEAR WITH SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT

...AND HUNDREDS OF SMALLER ONES

IF WE DO NOT TAKE CARE OF THIS IMPACT BY OURSELVES, SOMEBODY WILL MAKE SURE WE DO...AND IT WILL HURT

FAI, AS ANY OTHER SPORT, HAS TO DEMONSTRATE COMPLIANCE WITH COUNTRY REGULATIONS AND GOOD CITIZENSHIP

...AND NEEDS TO COMMUNICATE AROUND THIS GOOD BEHAVIOR

The vision...

- Compliance with regulations
- Low environmental impact operations
- Good image, improving stakeholder relations
- Social responsibility

NOT EASY TO MEASURE UP AND COMPLY WITH

NEED SETTING STANDARDS TO HELP EVENTS ORGANIZERS AND PARTICIPANTS

AND

A PACKAGED SUPPORT AND ASSESSMENT SERVICE ALSO OFFERING TRAINING OF NAC/ASC PERSONS PLUS TOOLS

WHAT’S YOUR BENEFICE?

✓ Gain green know how
✓ Conserve resources
✓ Save money
✓ Inspire others, change attitudes
✓ Improve sustainability
✓ Monitor performance
✓ Enhance reputation, get recognition for the good performance
✓ For all FAI air sport events

Recommended by FAI

Requirements, commitments

I. Waste management
II. Water management
III. Energy management
IV. Transport
V. Sustainable catering
VI. Green Procurement
VII. Communication
VIII. Monitoring
IX. AirSport Relevant Measures
X. Material use
XI. Innovative solutions, local specialties
About the system...

Based on ISO 20121 Green Event Standard

Covering a full range of air sport events domains
- Ground operations with air sport relevant features
- Long term hospitality actions included

Attributing award level to an event
- Low investment actions awarded as well
- Commitment highly awarded

Application process

1. On-line application form
   Basic data about the event
   Description of Environmental Actions, Commitments

2. Rating of the commitments by independent experts

3. Remote consultations

4. On-site auditing by third party before the opening ceremony

5. Decision of award

Services for Applicants

- Remote counseling
- Downloadable templates, materials
- Guidelines, good practice examples
- Style Guide - in line with FAI logos and images
- Flexible time schedule for certifying audit, before the event

Contact

Orsolya Dőfási-Kovács
Environmental Management Expert
o.diofasi@survive.hu

www.green-airsport.org